
River iGaming hits the Swedish Market with BankID Casino! 
  
Malta 10.05.2019 
 
Following the success of our Finnish launch last year, we are happy to announce that we've entered a 
regulated market and we've gone live in Sweden with our SGA compliant product; Casonic  
 

Casonic offers Instant Deposit &Fast deposit & cashout options through BankID and a Supersonic 
Welcome Bonus. It is available on desktop and mobile and it runs on our Grizzly Platform. 
   
"We've witnessed other iGaming businesses enter this strictly regulated market and be successful in 
their venture, whereas others have unfortunately not been quite as lucky. So, we've treaded the side 
of certainty here and ensured we put out a product that's fully compliant and one that meets our 
players' demands." Says CEO Kent Staahle. 
  
"River iGaming is persistent in pushing what we know the Swedish market wants when it comes to 
online entertainment, and we do this seamlessly. It's down to the key people we have in place, they 
help create our vision. " he continues. 
  
"Operating in this highly regulated and competitive market supports our plans in the River iGaming 
roadmap. We hit the United Kingdom a few weeks back with VegasCasino, and we’re hitting again 
today with Sweden and Casonic, there's definitely more coming up in the future."  
 
Heading the project for RGO; Pierrick Leveque is excited and says that “River iGaming hits a new 
milestone with the launch of Casonic in the Swedish market. With  instant deposits and withdrawals, 
and of course a super-fast desktop and mobile interface. Not only will Casonic will bring added 
entertainment value to Swedish players, but they can enjoy classic games and new releases from 
some of the best studios around.” 
 

 
For further information, please contact:  
Kent Staahle, CEO River iGaming  
Phone: +47 977 79 488  
Email: kent.staahle@riverigaming.com  
 
About River iGaming: River iGaming is a technology company within the iGaming industry, offering an 
attractive ecosystem of companies throughout the iGaming value chain servicing both the B2B and B2C 
market. River iGaming operates out of Malta and is listed on the Merkur Market under the ticker symbol 
“RIVER-ME”.  
 
For more information about River iGaming P.l.c.: https://www.riverigaming.com/ 
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